Class VIII(m.sc)
Lesson-2, Integrity
Concept of integrity:: “ The quality of being honest and having strong moral principles “.
How do we show integrity...
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Keep your commitments
Pay attention to your environment
Take responsibility
Respect others
Giving help others etc

Qualities of integrity..
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Respectfull
Honest
Truthworthy
Hardworking
Responsible
Helpful
Patiency

Why is integrity important in life ?
Integrity is the core quality of a successful and happy life. Having integrity means being totally honest
and truthful in every part of your life.
What are benefits of integrity?
Integrity and forces purpose, and encourages respect for rules and values, defeats ill-advised
compromise,calling, race or religion.
How do you maintain integrity ?
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Lead by example
Commit to being involved in the process
Communicate with honesty
Listen
Pay attention to details
Ask questions
Be patient with yourself and others also
Challenge yourself,keep learning.
Think & Answer (page no :17)
(a) Colonel Vikram batra was awarded the Param Vir chakra.read about any other soldier
who has on a similar gallantry award.

On march 29,2020,mahavir chakra recipient Air vice marshal Chandan Singh rathore died at
his jodhapur residence. His services during the 1962 war and 1971 war were impeccable.
(B) during the kargil war, many soldier lost their life defending our nation should we look
for peaceful solutions to have our soldiers ?
Peace & war to extreme, both are leaded for a country. According to the situation, we need
to use both of these, because with peace many problems can be solved and with war the
enemy is defeated. And the borders are secured.
the negative effects of being peaceful is that the enemy can take advantage of us
disadvantage of war is death of many soldiers and political unrest. so we have to use both
peace and war according to the need.
(C) Is it alright for someone to say, ‘ I will work for my nation but not my becoming a
soldier but to some other job?
Yes,it is alright. Because if all become soldier and sit at the border who is going to build the
economy .just like different organs of the body ,constitute a complete person the country
also needs People to do different jobs for the development of the country.
Watch and discuss :
I agree, because personal integrity important thing in life .because certain good values help
the person to grow to be a great person .By guidance others each person would construct a
better society which can promote good things to the world.
•

It should be set of principles.*

Beauty of simplicity
We should not use the power for our personal benefits.we should use the things according
to our needs.

